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Laser cooling and crystallization of electron-ion plasma is studied using the Brownian dynamics simulation
technique and taking into consideration the interaction of ions with the electron subsystem. It has been shown
that the nonlinear dependence of laser friction force on the velocity of ions has to be taken into account in order
to simulate in an adequate manner the cooling dynamics and obtain a correct estimate for minimum tempera-
tures. It has been found that times required for formation of an ordered ionic structure can be much longer than
the typical plasma cooling time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Obtaining of a strongly nonideal plasma and investigation
of its properties has been the subject of a research interest
since fairly long ago �1,2�. Electron-ion ultracold plasma
�UP� with temperatures of charged particles �100 K and
concentrations n�1010 cm−3 is an interesting object of in-
vestigation. Such plasma was first obtained in �3–5� by
means of a near-threshold photoionization of cold atoms. In
earlier papers �6,7�, laser cooling was suggested for obtain-
ing strongly nonideal ions in electron-ion plasma. Those pa-
pers also showed that the conditions for Wigner crystalliza-
tion of the ion subsystem could be achieved in plasma.
Papers �3–5� encouraged a further study of UP properties
�8–15�, which revealed, in particular, that the strong nonide-
ality required for initiation of crystallization of an electron or
ion subsystem could not be achieved due to the fast relax-
ation of electrons and ions into equilibrium energy distribu-
tion followed by a three-body recombination. This finding
had motivated the authors of �11–14� to employ the
molecular-dynamics methods for description laser cooling of
quasineutral plasma. Such cooling resulted in the formation
of a quasicrystalline ionic structure in the shape of coaxial
spheres. While the results of those papers were quite success-
ful there were still questions left as to the adequacy of de-
scription of the laser friction force and electron-ion energy
exchange. In particular, in the first papers �6,7� as well as in
the later ones �11–16�, coefficient of laser friction was used
that was independent of the ion velocity. A more precise
description of the laser friction force is generally required
which takes into consideration the nonlinear dependence of
the force on the velocity of ions. For low energy particles,
the role of electron-ion energy exchange can be significant
even in a low-density plasma as the cross section of elastic
collisions of charged particles is �el�1 /�kin

2 , where �kin is
the electron kinetic energy, which is not high in UP. And, as
was shown in �6,7,11–14�, the electron-ion energy exchange
is one of the key factors limiting the lowest achievable tem-
perature of ions under laser cooling. So a correct description
of this energy exchange is important for simulation of
plasma behavior under laser cooling.

The primary goals of the paper are the modification of
well-known model of one-component plasma �1� by taking
into account the thermal interactions of negative electron
background with ions and carrying out of the following in-
vestigations by means of this modified model: �a� regularities
of cooling and crystallization of electron-ion plasma in the
field of laser radiation; �b� the effect of nonlinear dependence
of laser friction force on the velocity of ions and the influ-
ence of such dependence on the dynamics of cooling and
crystallization of plasma.

In Sec. III we present the results of simulations for beryl-
lium plasma in which as our estimates showed �16� the maxi-
mal value of the parameter of nonideality can be achieved as
well as the most pronounced electron-ion heat exchange.

II. MODEL OF LASER COOLED PLASMA

In this paper we deal with a quasineutral electron-ion
plasma having a weakly nonideal electron subsystem, the ion
subsystem however can be strongly nonideal

�� =
q�

2

4��0akBT�

, � = e,i

�e � 1, �i � 1, 4�a3n = 1, �1�

where �� is the nonideality parameter of electrons �e� or ions
�i�, q� is the charge of the respective particle �qe,i= 	e�, a is
the Wigner-Seitz radius, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T� is
the temperature of particles, �0 is the electric constant. Inter-
action between particles is of a Coulomb nature. Laser cool-
ing has the same effect on ions as application of a friction
force resulting in a reduced kinetic energy of the ions.

The behavior of such systems is conveniently described
by means of the molecular-dynamics method. It involves
solving the motion equation for particles with very different
velocities due to the large difference in mass and tempera-
tures between electrons and ions. This situation calls for the
use a small step time discretization to describe the motion of
electrons on a long time scale for which shifts of ions are
noticeable. This factor combined with the long-range Cou-
lomb interaction for a large ensemble of particles poses a
problem when the molecular-dynamics method is applied to*Also at Siberian Federal University, Krasnoyarsk.
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describe the behavior of an electron-ion plasma.
For a weakly nonideal electron subsystem, the problem

can be eased �as suggested in �7�� by considering the motion
of ions on a negative background that neutralizes their
charge, where the role of the background is played by elec-
trons. Ignoring the electron-ion energy exchange and taking
into account only the Coulomb interaction of ions with each
other and with the background we obtain a model of a one-
component plasma �1�, where ions are point charges. The
electron-ion energy exchange due to elastic collisions is dis-
regarded in this model. To allow for this exchange, a viscos-
ity of the electron background is introduced, and the motion
of ions in this background is treated as the motion of Brown-
ian particles.

Let a uniform spherically symmetric negative �electron�
background with the time-constant charge density 
=ne con-
tains N ions with the same macroscopic density distribution
in a sphere of R radius N=4�R3n /3 �Fig. 1�. In this situa-
tion, the Coulomb interaction of ions with the background
keeps them localized in the center. Ions are cooled by six
laser fields of a three-dimensional �3D� symmetric configu-
ration �Fig. 1� having equal amplitudes and the frequency �
shifted by �=�−�210 to the red range from the frequency
�21 of the quantum transition of ions.

The temperature of the electron subsystem is assumed to
be constant and fairly high ��100 K� so that the subsystem
would be weakly nonideal in the concentration range of in-
terest �105÷109 cm−3� and the three-body recombination
would be insignificant. The cooling of electrons due to col-
lisions with ions can be compensated by heating them up
with a low-intensity microwave radiation �6,7�. Under these
conditions ions get involved in the following interactions.

A. Coulomb interaction

The Coulomb interaction of ions includes the interaction
with a uniform electron background and interaction with
each other. The force acting on the kth ion in a uniform
spherical by symmetric background is described by a simple
expression

�Fbg�k = −
ne2

3�0
rk, �2�

where rk is the radius vector of the kth ion. Note that accord-
ing to Eq. �2�, the force acting from the background corre-

sponds to the harmonic potential similar to the trapping po-
tential in ion traps �17�. In addition, every kth ion is subject
to a Coulomb force acting from other ions

Fk =
e2

4��0
�
n�k

N
�rk − rn�
�rk − rn�3

. �3�

B. Thermal interaction of ions with the background

The change of the average energy of ions �i resulting
from the energy exchange with weakly nonideal electron sys-
tem due to elastic Coulomb collisions is described by the
equation �18,19�.

� 2

3kB

��i

�t
�

ie
= −

2m

M
�eiTi +

2m

M
�eiTe �4�

where M and m are the masses of ion and electron, respec-
tively; and �ei is the rate of elastic electron-ion collisions.

When performing numerical simulation of ions dynamics,
every ion is treated as a Brownian particle �bearing in mind
that m /M �1�, moving with � velocity in an electronic gas.
This approach allows us to introduce a friction force affect-
ing the ion Ffr=−��, where � is the friction coefficient �

� = m�ei. �5�

This force accounts for the first term in the right-hand part
of Eq. �4�. In order to allow for the heating of ions by elec-
trons �the second term in Eq. �4��, we introduce a random

force F̃r �20�, defined as a �-correlated Gaussian process. For
the purpose of a numerical experiment, a random force Fr
can be used, which is an average over the integration step �t,
with projections onto the coordinate axes

�Fr�j =
1

�t
	

t

t+�t

�F̃r�jdt, j = x,y,z

exhibiting a Gaussian distribution of the probability density

P��Fr�j� = �2�
�Fr�j
2��−1/2exp�−

�Fr�j
2

2
�Fr�j
2� . �6�

Their dispersion is derived from the equation of heat bal-
ance between the ion and electron subsystems at Ti=Te and
is equal to


�Fr�j
2� = 2

�kBTe

�t
. �7�

The time step �t here has to satisfy the following require-
ment: �t� �� /M�−1 �20�.

C. Interaction with the light field: spontaneous light pressure
force

The optical field is formed by three pairs of mutually
orthogonal counterpropagating small-amplitude light beams
�Fig. 1�, satisfying the condition

�V0� � � , �8�

where �V0� /2 is the Rabi frequency for an individual beam, �
is the spontaneous decay rate of the excited ion state. In this

FIG. 1. The 3D laser cooling scheme of an ion cloud in a uni-
form spherical symmetric negative background.
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case, every ion experiences friction force along the direction
of the unit basis vector ej �j=x ,y ,z� of the Cartesian coordi-
nate system; this friction force is the sum of projections of
spontaneous light pressure forces induced by each light beam
�21–23�

�Fl�j = − ���j��j, ���j� =
�kj

2�����V0�2

��� − kj�j�2 + g2���� + kj�j�2 + g2�
,

�9�

where kj=k=� /c, g2��2 /4, �j= �� ·ej� is the projection of
the ion velocity � on the respective coordinate axis, c is the
light speed. Under condition �8�, this model provides a good
approximation for ions with the quantum transition F=0
→F=1 or when the method of alternating light beams �24� 1

is used.
As already mentioned above, cooling is normally ana-

lyzed in the approximation of slow ions, i.e., when

k
�� � � , �10�


�� is the mean thermal velocity. Then the force in �Fl�j can
be represented as

�Fl�j = − �0�j, �0 = ��0� =
�k2�����V0�2

��2 + g2�2 , �11�

where �0 is the light-induced viscous friction coefficient.
However in practice condition �10� may appear unachiev-
able, particularly at the initial stages of cooling. This condi-
tion of slowness Eq. �10�, for example, for Be ions studied
herein and in �13,14� is violated already at temperatures Ti
�Ti

�=0.012 K. Our estimates based on the results of �8–10�
suggest that ion temperatures reach the values Ti�Ti

� in time
�� ��0 /M�−1 due to rapid correlation heating. Figure 2 illus-
trates the difference in the cooling rates for forces deter-

mined by Eq. �9� and �11� and proves that Eq. �9� is the
correct one for an adequate simulation of the process of laser
cooling of UP. Therefore all our further calculations were
made with the use of Eq. �9�.

D. Fluctuation heating

Quantum fluctuation of the radiation force �22� is another
important heating mechanism of ions. The heating rate �the
rate of change of the mean kinetic energy� for a single low-
intensity standing wave and a two-level ion is determined by
diffusion of ions in the velocity space and equals �22�

�1 =
��k�2��V0�2

2M��2 + �2/4�
. �12�

Considering that the fields in our model of six counter-
propagating waves have symmetrical configuration, we will
take the total heating rate to be equal to �=3�1�, where � is
the coefficient �1 dependent on the mode of exposure to
light fields and on the field polarization. Equation �12� dis-
regards the particle velocity factor since the effect of fluctua-
tion heating on the cooling process becomes noticeable only
at low temperatures �T��� /kB�, when condition �10� is cer-
tainly satisfied. In order to account for this heating, introduce
a random force Ffl �23�, exactly as force Fr has been intro-
duced to simulate the heating of ions by electrons �see Sec.
II B�. The force Ffl dispersion is defined as


Ffl
2� =

2M�

�t
. �13�

With all the above interactions taken into account, a sys-
tem of N motion equations acquires the form

M
d�k

dt
= ��Ffr�k + �Fr�k� + ��Fbg�k + Fk� + ��Fl�k + �Ffl�k�, k

= 1 . . . N . �14�

III. RESULTS

System of stochastic differential Eq. �14� was solved by
using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with a �t step
under the condition

�t � ��/M�−1,�0
−1,�i

−1,

where �i is the ion plasma frequency. The numerical results
are given for N=1000, Te=100 K for various plasma con-
centrations n. The temperature of ions hereinafter will be

1In this case, each of the six laser beams is applied one at a time
with the repetition rate � ��0 /M ����� so that ions interact al-
ternately with one of the light beams for approximately 1/6 of the
2��−1 period. So ions are exposed to just one light beam at any
time. Then the term �V0� in Eq. �9� has the meaning of the Rabi
frequency averaged over the 2��−1 period.

TABLE I. The range of detuning, minimum temperatures, and
nonideality parameters of ions for various plasma concentrations.

n, cm−3 105 106 107 2�107

��� /� 0.55÷0.6 0.55÷0.6 1.0÷1.2 1.4÷1.6

Ti,min, K 0.00065 0.00127 0.013 0.07

�i 193 213 45 10.5

FIG. 2. The laser cooling rate of Be+ at the detuning �=0.5�
versus the ion temperature as found from Eq. �9� �the solid line� and
Eq. �11� �the dashed line�.
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understood as the effective temperature derived from their
average kinetic energy �k :Ti=2�k /3kB.

The initial space distribution of ions was assumed ran-
domly homogeneous with the Maxwell velocity distribution
corresponding to Ti0 temperature at which �i�1. For in-
stance, Ti0=0.07 K was taken for concentrations n=105 and
106 cm−3 and Ti0=0.5 K for concentrations n=107 cm−3,
2�107 cm−3. Calculations continued until an ordered spatial
structure of ions was reached. A range of laser radiation de-
tunings was preliminary determined for every concentration
within which the lowest temperatures of ions can be
achieved �see Table I� during cooling, provided the field am-

plitude is �V0� /�=0.3. As can be seen from Table I, the ion
subsystem becomes strongly nonideal as a result of the cool-
ing in all the above cases.

Note that the nonideality requirement �i�1 could not be
satisfied at concentrations n�2�107 cm−3 and under the
conditions discussed �Te�100 K and �V0� /��0.3�, whereas
with linear approximation �11� applied to the laser friction
force, the values �i�1 were obtained even for n�109 cm3.

Figures 3–7 illustrate the numerical results obtained
for the concentrations n=106 cm−3 and optical detuning �
=−0.6�. As one can see in Fig. 3�a�, a rapid growth of the
temperature �mean kinetic energy� of ions is observed at the
very initial stage �the initial temperature is 0.07 K�, followed
by a cooling stage. This growth is insignificant and the cool-
ing is monotonic and occurs during �cool�10−5 s when Eq.
�11� is used for the laser friction force, whereas application
of Eq. �9� for approximation of the laser friction force yields
a much higher growth of energy, and the cooling process
exhibits a damped oscillations behavior �curve 2� and lasts
longer ��cool�10−4 s�. The minimum temperature �Fig. 3�b��
��0.0012 K� however is actually the same in both cases.
The difference observed in the cooling processes is due to
the difference in the cooling rate, which is equal to 2�0 /M
�7.1�105 s−1 in the first case. In the second case, the cool-
ing rate is initially 6.6�104 s−1 and slows down to �1.5
�104 s−1 with heating; then as the temperature goes down it

FIG. 3. The effective ion temperature curve at the transient �a�
and stabilized �b� stages of the cooling process obtained with the
use of Eq. �11� �curve 1� and Eq. �9� �curve 2�.

FIG. 4. The ordered space distribution of ions under laser cool-
ing. The left-hand side of the drawing shows particle distribution in
the external layer.

FIG. 5. Final distribution of ion density n��r��. Inset: n��r�� at the
time t1 when the minimum temperature is achieved.

FIG. 6. The pair-correlation function at the final stage of cool-
ing. Inset: the same function at the time t1 when the minimum
temperature has just been reached.
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starts growing again reaching the value 7�105 s−1 at the
lowest temperature. Such a nonmonotonic temperature be-
havior can be attributed to the initial distribution of ions
which was assumed to be homogeneous rather than equilib-
rium �Boltzmann distribution� and to the effect of correlation
heating �8�. The potential energy of ionic gas is partially
transformed into the kinetic energy of radial motion of ions
during relaxation to result in radial oscillations �similar to the
“breathing” mode oscillations �25�� of the ion density at the
frequency of the order of the ionic plasma frequency ��i
�4.5�105 s−1�. We believe that this might have been one
of the reasons for the oscillation of the mean kinetic energy
observed in the experiments reported in �26�.

The effect of laser friction force on these oscillations is
that of damping. As the rate of cooling increases, the effect
becomes less noticeable �see Fig. 3�a��. When Eq. �11� is
used, the damping constant �0 /M�3.5�105 s−1 is compa-
rable with the oscillation frequency �i, therefore the tem-
perature jump is insignificant and the oscillations fade away
rapidly. When Eq. �9� is used, the damping constant at the
initial stage is by an order of magnitude lower than in the
former case. Therefore the temperature curve has the form of
damped oscillations and the temperature change occurs in a
much longer period of time.

As a result of the cooling and transition into a strongly
nonideal state, ions tend to form a number of coaxial spheres
�Fig. 4�, the so-called “Coulomb ball” �27�. The distance
between their surfaces is of the order of the Wigner-Seitz
radius �a�, with a hexagonal distribution of particles in a
layer �the external layer ions are connected by lines for better
illustration�. This structure is formed in �cr�10−3 s, which
is by an order of magnitude longer than the time of cooling
�cool�10−4 s.

Note that the time required for formation of the structure
is determined solely by the Coulomb interaction �in the ab-
sence of random forces and friction forces� equals �cr��i

−1.
In the presence of strong friction and random forces the mo-
tion of ions in the process of formation of the space structure
may have a diffusive character if the effective length of the
ion-free path in a “viscous photon medium” satisfies the con-
dition �eff=M
�� /�0�a. The spatial diffusion coefficient �in
a cold state� is D�kB�Ti�min /�0. Then the time �dif of forma-
tion of layers due to diffusion depends on the time required

for ions to pass the distance s�a /2�0.31n1/3: �dif=s2 /D
�0.1�0 /kB�Ti�minn

2/3. In a general case, the crystallization
time is determined by the longest of these typical times: �cr
=max��dif , �i

−1�. In the case under consideration, �cr=�dif
�0.75�10−3 s since �dif��i

−1=2.2�10−6 s. This result is
in good agreement with the crystallization time obtained by
the simulation.

The delay of crystallization with respect to cooling is also
apparent from the comparison of the radial ion density dis-
tribution at different times. The inset in Fig. 5 shows radial
distribution at time t1=1.5�10−4 s, i.e., immediately as
soon as the minimum temperature has been reached. It can
be seen that only one external layer is formed in the cooling
time; and formation of the final structure �consisting of at
least four layers� requires �cr�10−3 s.

A similar behavior is observed for the pair-correlation
function g�r� �which defines the probability of detecting two
ions at a distance r �1�� �Fig. 6�: the correlation between ions
grows after cooling while the ion temperature remains un-
changed. Here r is the distance between particles. The pair-
correlation function g��� �is the angular distance between
particles� is shown in Fig. 7 for the external layer of ions. By
comparing Figs. 6 and 7 one can see that the correlation
between ions in the external layer is noticeably higher than
the correlation in the entire ensemble.

IV. CONCLUSION

To summarize the above, the Brownian dynamics tech-
nique used to simulate laser cooling of a quasistationary
electron-ion plasma can provide an adequate description of
the cooling dynamics and the structure of an ion subsystem,
provided energy exchange with the electron subsystem is
taken into account. It has been shown that cooling �in spheri-
cally symmetric UP case� results in the formation of a qua-
sicrystalline structure of plasma ions, widely known as the
“Coulomb ball” �27�. It has been found that the crystalliza-
tion in a low-density plasma may take a much longer than
the cooling time. This finding can be a very important con-
sideration in experiments on cooling and crystallization in a
nonstationary plasma.

An adequate description of the laser cooling behavior of
electron-ion plasma requires that the nonlinear dependence
of light-induced friction �8� on the particle velocity be taken
into account. The use of an approximate expression for this
force, which is only valid for “slow” ions �Eq. �9��, yields
overestimated cooling rates and concentrations required to
obtain large nonideality parameter �i�1, which is the most
obvious for light ions. Such a cooling, in particular, for Be+

is problematic already at concentrations n�3�107 cm−3

and higher.
The approach employed in the paper for modeling of be-

ryllium plasma and the obtained results feature a broad gen-
erality: the Brownian character of heat exchange, the influ-
ence of nonlinearity of laser friction force, the effect of the
delay of crystallization—all these effects can be observed in
real experiments on laser cooling of electron-ion plasma of
any other elements. For example, as our computations with
the presented model of laser cooling showed for electron-ion

FIG. 7. The angular pair-correlation function g��� for the exter-
nal layer of ions.
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plasma with heavy ions �Sr+ or Ba+�, nonlinearity of laser
friction force and electron heating of ions make it impossible
obtaining the value of the nonideality parameter �i�1 for
concentrations n�2�108 cm−3.

In closing the discussion we note that the system of mu-
tually orthogonal light beams can be used not only for cool-
ing of ions as suggested herein but also for efficient viscous
confinement of ultracold plasma. In other words, the area of
intersection of the light beams can play the role of optical
molasses �OM� �28� for UP with resonant ions. The confine-
ment time �c is determined by the effective ambipolar diffu-
sion coefficient �see �29�� DA=Te /�0: �c�R0

2 /DA, where R0

is the typical OM size. For a spherically symmetrical cloud
confined in OM, the described effect of ionic component
crystallization can be observed in the central part of the
cloud ��r��R0�, provided �cr is much less than the viscous
confinement time �c. This becomes practical when the size of
the plasma cloud �R0 is fairly large while the degree of
nonisothermality of UP �=Te /Ti is not too high

� a2

R0
2�� �

�

N2/3 � 1

where N is the total number of ions in a plasma cloud.
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